CABINET CONSTRUCTION
Welling Cabinets are constructed using the highest quality hardware, the most durable
and water-damage resistant cabinet box materials, proven construction methods, and
a limited lifetime warranty. With personal attention paid to each and every piece of
every cabinet, our finishers produce the highest quality of finishes available on the
market. The following specifications are standard on all Welling Cabinetry:
3/4 inch hardwood mortise and tenon stile and rail doors
3/4 inch hardwood drawer fronts
3/4 hardwood face frames with glued and pocket screwed joints
1/2" cabinet box, eliminating the need for hang rails
3/4" adjustable shelves with edge banded front edge, supported by metal
spoon-type shelf clips - full depth in wall cabinets and half-depth in base
cabinets unless otherwise specified
Blum one-piece adjustable concealed hinges
Stained finishes consist of hand-wiped stain, and two coats of conversion
varnish
Painted finishes consist of two coats of primer, and one coat of tinted
conversion varnish
Glaze is available with most stain and paint options

The following are standard options available on all Welling Cabinetry to accommodate budget constraints and design needs:

Species
Red Oak
Birch
Hickory
Select Cherry
Rustic Cherry

Finishes - Stain, Paint, and Glaze
See the Finishes page on wellingcabinetry.com, or your designer’s sample set for available options

Door Style and Edge
See the Door Style and Door Edge pages on wellingcabinetry.com, or your designer’s door samples for available options

Drawer Fronts
3/4" hardwood slab drawer fronts
3/4 mortise and tenon five-piece drawer fronts*

Overlay
Standard Overlay
Full Overlay

Series
Classic - cabinet box constructed of maple melamine
Premier - cabinet box constructed of clear-finished veneer plywood

Hinges
Standard Blum one piece adjustable concealed hinges
Blum one piece adjustable concealed hinges with Blumotion soft-close

Drawer and Rollout Slides
Blum 3/4 extension epoxy slides (shown on rollout in picture above)
Blum full-extension under mount slides with Blumotion soft-close (shown on drawer in picture above)
* Note that smaller drawer fronts may have modified rails, panels, or may not be available as 5-piece fronts. Talk to your designer with questions.

